
SMS subscriptions:
description of services

«Standard»
subscription servicee

The user can be automatically informed by subscription on the course of vital measurement
values. Each user can subscribe to many gauged values of both subscription services at will. 
The data provided do not differ from those requested manually.

The user gets a receipt as well as instructions on how to cancel the service.
Each day at 9 a. m. the user receives the latest available parameters of the service desired
from the station involved.

Key

Service: H, P, PEGEL for gauge height

Q, ABFLUSS for runoff

T, TEMP for temperature

Code: Four-digit FOEN station numbers

Basic function for subscription start-up (fixed duration)

START entering type of service and code

Example:          START T 2020 Send to number 237.

Added function at start of subscription 
(time can be adjusted)

START entering type of service, code, and time

Time:                hh:mm, h:mm, hh.mm, h.mm

Example:         START T 2020 07.50 Send to number 237.

The user can choose the transmission period at will.



« Threshold level»
subscription service

Canceling the
subscriptions

ATTENTION: This information should be seen as a notification of the best scenario
and not as an emergency alarm. SMS technology is not suitable for alarms in
emergency ca ses.

A list of current subscriptions and instructions on how to stop them is being sent back.

Contact: hydrologie@bafu.admin.ch

The user receives a confirmation as well as instructions on how the subscription can be can-
celled. In case the parameters exceed or fall below the threshold level, the user receives a
report with the latest available value gauged. A maximum of four messages are sent daily.

Basic function to start the subscription

START service and code ALARM parameters

Example:         START T 2020 ALARM 20.0 Send to number 237.

Canceling the subscriptions

STOP send to number 237

Note: The short number 237 does not work with all providers. Alternatively, the long number 
can be used - as is the case internationally.


